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Open Session Shows Poor Attendance;
Discusses Entertainment And Policies
Entertainment, food service,
dormitory conditions, and recreational nullities were the
main topics of the recent open
session.
The session was headed by
President Robert R. Martin.
Dean of Women Mary K. Ingels, Dean of Men Paul Seyfiit,
Executive Dean J.C. Powell,
Vice - President for Student
Affairs Henry Martin and Colonel Everett N. Smith were also
on hand to help answer
questions.
The session, held In Brock
Auditorium, was attended by
S3 male students am* one female student.
The President opened the
session by statins; that his office was always open to students and their ideas.
President Martin stated that
a University
Entertainment
Fund Committee has been established. Colonel Smith will
serve as chairman of the group.
The president of Student Council
will serve as vice - chairman.
Ohter members of the committee are the four class
presidents Dean Ingels, Dean
Powell, John Sullivan and Dr.
Broke mea.
The committee is to plan four
big name entertainments a y9ar.
Two of these for each semester.
One of these world be the anniversary celebration. Present
plans are to brine; the Dick
Clark Show here on March 29.
This show will be In Alumni
Collslum.
Concerning food service
mention was made of a recent
editorial In the Progress. Problems mentioned there are
being Investigated. Preliminary
reports on food service are
being drawn up and the facts
on the research will be released shortly.
Current plans call for Weaver
Grill to be open every night
until 11 p.m. The Student Union
Grill will stay open nights only
as long as customer patronage
warrants It.
Most question raised by the
students consisted of dormitory
condition complaints. Repairs
and heat In Todd and Dupree
are to be investigated. Boys
In other dormitories were concerned with the cleanliness of
the dormitories. The general
complaint was that there is
inadequate Janitorial service.
President Martin said, "Dormitories are to be maintained
at the highest level.* He also
said conditions would Improve
Immediately.
The President encouraged
students to work with school

officials in combating intentional damage by students.
A case In point was the damaging of the movie screen In Brock
Auditorium. •Destroying public
property Is a vile thing and
those that do this won't remain
at this institution," replied President Martin In regard to what
action would be taken in these
matters.
Salaries of janitorial workers
here are to raised. This will
help to obtain and maintain a
better Janitorial staff and thus
help solve the cleaning problem.
The mandatory policy on
R.O.T.C. was brought up by a
sophomore. President Martin
compared Eastern to other
schools In the state and pointed
out some of the advantages
of our present system. These
were that It put men In a
position to defend themselves
and did provide some men with
financial aid. A very practical
advantage, according to the
President, Is the R.O.T.C. uniform which provides the student
with one free suit a week.
A suggestion that tennis
classes be held In the morning
so tennis courts could be open
in the afternoon is to be looked
Into for next semester. Dean
Seyfrlt mentioned that six more
courts are to be built soon.
Weaver Gym will continue to
be open mainly to women.
The new football stadium will
provide for three auxiliary
gyms. Eight handball courts
and classes and offices will
also be located there. Plans
are also being made to con-

The Trends
Play Here
Saturday Night

struct four additional basketSaturday Circle K Internaball courts.
tional will sponsor a dance.
Other things under conThe Trends of the University
struction will be more walkof Kentucky will play. The
ways on campus and benches
trends played for a Circle
for the ravine. Regarding the
K sponsored dance In Decravine the President comember and because of remented that plans call for a
sponse have been engaged
Fine Arts Building to be built
again for this appearance.
adjacent to the Music Building.
The dance will be held In
This along with the new science
Martin Hall from 8p.m. until
building and home economics
12 p.m. The cost Is 75<
building will be the last building
per person.
to be built In the ravine. The
only exception would be a
parking lot in back of the science
building.
Bill McConnel, president of Student Council
Student Council, suggested the
erection of a campus bulletin Poll Deadline
board. McConnel Is forming a
committee to select the best Tomorrow At 5
site for this board. A senior
mentioned that the senior class
Petitions for Student Council
Is thinking of donating money elections must be turned in to
for this purpose.
the Student Council office in the
President Martin plans to SUB before 5:00 p.m. The
hold another open session after elections will take place in
Spring Break. I need to know March 28.
what you want,' stated the PreFour main offices are open
sident in urging students to for election to the Student
come to the sessions.
Council. These are: president,
Students at this session came vice - president, secretary and
for various reasons. On the treasurer.
Any student who
whcle most students felt like wishes to run for president or
Steve Wllbourn a sophomore vice - president must be at
from Shelbyvllle. «Tm In- least a second semester sophoterested In wha t goes on here. more. To run for secretary or
The open session provides treasurer, a student must be at
students with the opportunity
least a second semester freshto get to know the other side man
Issues. Only after examlng
Students wishing to run must
all sides of Issues can a student have maintained a 2. standing
decide if his reasoning is right, and not be on social or acadecommented Wllbourn, a po- mic probation. Individuals may
litical science major.
run as a party or on a Independent ticket. A symbolic name
should be chosen for each competing party.
To run for an office, a student
who meets the qualifications, may
secure a petition from the Student Council office. The Individual must obtain a minimum of
150 signatures from the whole
body on his petition.
wul iMffliniS'iiMiratsi 6:80 p.m. In the Keen Johnson student
An Interesting point that posrounder's Day next Wednesday, Student Union Building. Dr.
honoring Its first year of uni- Florence Stratemeyer will de- sibly will be added to the votecounting process will be IBM
versity status, its 61st anni- Over the keynote address.
veraary and the 93rd year of
Cornerstones for the proposed cards. Although this is still beUsher education on the Rich- women's Singleton P. Walters ing Investigated, the Student
dormitory and the men's Com- Council plans to use IBM cards
Eastern was founded March monwealth Hall will be laid at to tabulate the votes by the stu21, 1906 as Eastern Kentucky 1:80 p.m. and Eastern's Board dent body. It Is estimated that
State Normal School. Its name of Regenst will meet at 2:80 the time will be cut from the
changed four times before be- pjn
usual five hours down to 45
coming Eastern Kentucky UniDr. Stratemeyer, Eastern's minutes.
versity July 1, 19*56.
first Distinguished Professor of
There will be a meeting at
The normal school was an Education, has earned a high 5:00 p.m. on March 17 after
outgrowth of Central Universi- reputation in American educa- the student petitions have all
ty, a Presbyterian college, tional leadership over the past been turned In, to let the canfounded September 25, 1874. In four decades at Teachers Col- didates know about the rules and
1901, Central University merged lege, Columbia University. She regulations set up by the Student
with Centre College.
retired at Columbia In 1965 and
Highlighting the daya' activi- has been at Eastern since that Council.
The offices will be elected by
ties win be a faculty dinner at time.
plurality of the student body.

1

Mary Wellman, a freshman
from London, Kentucky, and
Ruth Rlsner, a Junior from
Plnevllle, Kentucky were chosen by Eastern's Young Women's
Christian Association as delegates
to
the Southern
Regional Conference at Montreal North Carolina February
10-18.
The Young Women's Christian Association of Eastern Kentucky University has an enrollment
of sixty active
members. The officers are:
Jennifer Cottlngham, President; Marlene Waller, VicePresident; Elaine Maupln, Secretary; Joyce Jones, Treasurer;
Ruth Rlsner, Worship Chairman; Edwlna Schuler, Recreational Chairman; and Mrs.
Frances Martin and Mrs. Helen
Wlnburn, Co - chairman of
Service Projects.
The YWCA, a service organisation, had as one of Its
main projects this year the
raising of a 8100.00 donation
tor the Patty A. Clay Hospital.
Other Important club activities
carried out this year ware the
Valentine and Halloween parties
given for the children at the
Telford Community Center.
The two main functions held
on campus each year are the
Hanging of the Groans, a traditional Christmas program,
and the Easter Sunrise Service which Is held in the Van
Peursem Music Pavilion on
Easter Sunday morning. These
two programs are co-sponsored
by the YWCA and YMCA. This
year the Easter Sunrise Service will be held on March
86. Music will be provided by
Eastern's music department.
The sponsor of the YWCA U
Mrs. Mary E. Carroll. The
YMCA Is co - sponsored by
Mr. Bentley J. Hilton and Mr.
Randolph Doaler.

The student body at the
Model Laboratory School Is
participating in a government
co-sponsored project to build
an elementary school In an
Indian community in Latin
America,
A central planning committee headed by Tom Smith, a
Model senior, and Mrs. Susie
Hayes, a sixth grade teacher,
are coordinating fund raising
projects for the school to be
located in Guatemala, a small
country south of Mexico bounded by the Pacific Ocean and
the Caribbean Sea.
The program la being undertaken in cooperation with
CARE. The federal agency
will match the $700 Model has

sixth grade newspaper, and
agreed to raise and will send Gabriel Reyes, an elementary
one or two teachers.
student from Latin
At present, the area ia not grade
America who Is now attending
served by a school.
The idea for the project Model.
The committee is not solicitcame from Dr. William House- ing funds for the project, but
holder, a professor at Eastern is relying on the Ingenuity of
Kentucky University. House- the student body to come up
holder taught at East Tensing [with Ideas for raising money.
High School, Mich., where a Selling Lab Specimens
similar program was Initiated.
The students explained that
Householder's son, Jerry, Is the high cost of construction in
aiding the coordinating com- this country would oeem to
mittee with his knowledge of make their efforts appear quite
the program In Michigan.
Inadequate. However, they exOthers working are Clay plained that the school will be
Nelson, president of the stu- built from materials In the vildent council; Howard S to vail, lage by local laborers, thus the
high school representative;
UHSJIB—II On fag* sags*)
Bobby Rosen, editor of the

PLANKING LATIN AMERICAN PROJECT—Students at the Model Laboratory School display a model of an elementary school building for which they are raising money to build in
Guatemala. Some members of the student body working on the fund raising project are,
from left, are Clay Nelson, Tom Smith, Jerry Householder, Howard Stovau, Bobby Rosen
and Gabriel Reyes.
—Oafly Register Photo
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'Action Show Brings Famous
Entertainers To Campus W
One of the nation's
top entertainment shows,
■Where The Action Is» will
perform at Eastern Kentucky
University's Alumni Coliseum
March 29. at 8 p.m.
Headlining the ABC-TV production will be such recording
stars as Nell Diamond, Keith,
P.M. Proby, Tommy Roe, and
Billy Joe Royal. Also appearing will be Keith Allison, The
Hard Times, The Action Kids,
Don and The Good Times, and
The Men of Action.
Last year, "Where the Action
Is* played to an over - flow
crowd on the Eastern campus

when "over 7,800 packed the
arena.
Almost all of the 'Action*
cast Is seen dally on ABCTV throughout the nation. Most
of the group have had two or
more hit records.
Tickets for the event are on
sale In Richmond at the Colonel
Drive hi,
Jerry's, Central
Music Co. and the Business
Office at Eastern. In Lexington,
they may be purchased at Main
Records.
Tickets are priced at $2.50
in advance and $3.00 at the
door.

City Council Ponders
Student Tax Problem
Because the question of exempting students from the
city's occupational tax has blossomed to the point where the
decision may reflect the city's
attitude toward Eastern, the
City Council decided to give
the matter more deliberation.
The council on Monday night
discussed the request from the
board of regents of Eastern
Kentucky University which had
asked that college students
making from $8 to $10 in oncampus Jobs be exempt from
the one per cent occupational
tax.
Mayor Earl B. Baker first
commented that neither Lexington nor Bowling Green exempted students, but the state
attorney general's office had
ruled that the exemption could
be made without affecting the
tax's uniformity.
According to the council,
about 1,200 students would pay
from eight to 10 cents a weak
to the city. Among these students, there are no other deductions made, thus prompting
the EKU regents to say that
the cost of keeping records of
it would be equal to the sum
realized, about $4,000.
Arguments For:
Arguments presented In favor
of exempting the students
were:

BILLY JO ROYLE

Founder's Day Marks End
Of Historical 61st Year

Lab School Students Undertake
YWCA Members Latin American Fund Project
Attend Confab

Eight Pages

TOMMY ROB!

Tickets Available
For GDT Dance
"Magnificent 7" a band
out of Louisville, will be the
feature pp»^a«jBjers «i' *
dance staged.by Gamma Delta Tau Friday night from
8-12 p.m. in Martin Hall.
Tickets for the dance are
$1 per person in advance or
$1.80 at the door. Couple
tickets are $2 In advance and
$2.60 at the door, and may be
purchased from any Gamma
Delta Tau active or pledge.

IFC Members
Set Rules For
Campus Frats
To accompany the strides
being taken by Eastern this
year
the first fraternity
•colony" was set up on campus.
The Eastern Kentucky University Inter - Fraternity Council
was set up this fall to set
down the rules and regulations
of the groups.
Among the duties of the IFC
are to maintain social order
on the campus. To do this they
have set up a system of rules
and regulations that pertains to
all fraternities. They also may
pass Judgement upon any fraternity that oversteps it's bounds
and falls to comply with IFC
regulations.
The structure of the IFC Is
made up of four elected members from each fraternity. Among these groups of four are
the presidents of each fraternity. And from among the members of the council there Is
a staff of officers elected. These
men rule over the entire council
and take care of the administrative details of business—
The council was formed after
the existing fraternities were
excepted by the university and
has been funcltloning since.
The Inter - Fraternity Council
meets every Thursday evening
at 6:00 p.m. in the Combs
Building. Dean Paul Seyfrlt is
the advisor for the council and
lends his judgement to the group
in their decisions.
The officers of the Iner- Fraternity Council are Chuck
Greenwell President, Alpha CM
Lambda; Glen Baugh Vice President, Gamma Delta Tau;

That the funds were more
of a scholarship aid than regular employment since most of
the money earned was used
toward the fulfillment of the
student's education.
That the tax would put an
undue hardship on students and
could make the difference In
"getting another meal and hi
not getting one," according to
one student.
That the exemptions would
better the relationship between
Richmond and the university on
grounds that students already
spend several million dollars
In retail stores here each year.
Arguments Against:
Arguments against exempting the students included:
That students working offcampus would be discriminated
against despite the fact that
they, like the students on campus, were working toward the
same and but were not being
paid from university funds.
That further discrimination
would exist if a father supporting four college-attending students (example) was forced to
pay the tax, although his situation would be the same as the
working scholar.
That the city of Richmond
provides fire and police protection to the university without
any taxation as of now.
(See Page 1)

Pioneer Debate Tournament Sucessful;
U.X. Carries Off First Place Trophy
BY: JOYCE LEE
FRETURE WRITER
All debate coaches feel much
the same way after a Debate
tournament Is over-—relieved.
Eastern's debate coach, Miss
Jlmmle Reese, was certainly
entitled to a long sigh after
a very successful Pioneer Debate Tournament last Saturday.
The finale of the rounds of
debate ended Saturday with the
presentation of awards by Dr.
Robert G. King, Speech and
Drama Department Chairman.
Dr. King parodied a debater and
solomnly announced his intention to 'significantly reduce the Silver polishing commitments of Eastern Kentucky
University." "The teams had

participated well and very honorably,* Dr. King commented,
while winners claimed their
Revere Bowl trophies.
Winners In the varsity
division were: University of
Kentucky, first place; University of North Carolina (at Chapel
Hill) second; and Murray University In third plsce.
In the novice division, placing
first place, was Georgetown
College with a 10-0 won - lost
record. Western University
placed second. In the third
place, but conceding the trophy
to Goshen, was Eastern.
The success of a tournament
can not be measured by who
were the winners or losers but
can be more accurately ex-

amined by the quality and variety of competition afforded.
The Pioneer Tournament offered competition from twelve
schools. The schools participating were Georgetown, Western, Tusculum, University of
North Carolina, University of
Kentucky, Virginia Intormont,
HIdelberg, Clemson, Goshen,
Murray, Bellarmlne, and Eastern.
States represented were
North Carolina, Tennessee,
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky.
The Pioneer Debate consisted
of all schools debating the national proposition; Resolved:
That the United States Should
Substantially Reduce Its Foreign Policy Commitments.*

Pioneer Debate Tournament
This past weekend several debate teams
visited Eastern for the annual Pioneer Debate Tournament An Eastern fraternity,
the Alpha Chi Lambda, provided the time-

keepers. Two Eastern students are debating against two Western boys in the photo
pictured above.
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In The Spirit And Tradition Of Eastern

Founder's Day Links Past To Present
EASTERN, a* m sestiMion, audio for
mud isnhatidrrrd m time and destaoy. Neat
Wrifawiiiiy, Matt* 21. marks Mother year
io that surging MMK
founder's Day 1967 celebrates the bepotuag of Eastern » 62nd year and the advent ofthe 93«d yea* of higher education on
tha campus.
OB Much 21, 1906, Governor Beckham ugned a btU given to him by the state
legislature creating Eastern at one of two
•rate normal schools; and io 1948, the
school became known as Eastern Kentucky
State College.
Bat the highlight of Eastern's history
was announced lost year when the instiruuon was officially drwgnatrd as Eastern
Kenuteky University. AH of thaw titles,
however, wen; preceeded by Central Unsrerwty, which dates back to 1874.
The observance of Founder-* Day is a
hallowed tradition for Eastern, for it commemorate* the birth and growth of the University and offers an opportunity for students, faculty, and alumni to identify with
their school.
What i» their school? What is Eastem? As one friend of the school has remarked, "Eastern is a way of life" But it
is more, too.
Our Eastern is many things to many
people. To a student, it i* one thing, to an
administrator, it is another, to a faculty
member, it is still another; and to an aluk is yet something else. But above

all, whatever it ty k is much more than fust
a name or a group of buildaogs.
The real University is not a —"g**>
thing, for the wholeness of it is the echoes,
the lrre*. the hopes, and the dreams of
thousand* of people in every walk of life
around the world.
Mr T K. Stone, speaker at the 1963
Founder * Day program, jaiiasrd the idea
most aptfy: "Eastern is all that men can
be. It's buildings, bricks, and atone; it is
a source of learning; a place where people
do things; it is a product of hallowed halls;
a board of regents, faculty, and parents,, it
is a tie that binds wherever you may mam."
Founder's Day, in its pomp and circumstance, is an annual attempt to lank the
past wiht the present Ot prepare for the
future.
Students, faculty, «lww»i and friends

Wind-Brother
The wind is lashing forth in anger
Forcing all to succumb in its path
Not caring for the downed victims
Merely conquering quickly
and passing by
Not caring, never caring.
Strange, isn't itf Life u
a brother of the wind.
by Jackie Wicks

Entertainment's Future Here
Rests On Students' Support
Since each student will have contriALL YEAR students have complained about
not having any "big name" entertainers on buted indirectly to the fund through the
campus. There has been constant clamor- payment of his class fees, tickets to all per
ing for popular music artists to be brought tormances sponsored by this fund will be
to Eastern, and die PROGRESS has sup- available to students at reduced prices.
Tickets to non-students will cost more.
ported this campaign.
Now that there is money available for
Definite action has resulted.
Committee* were formed and met sev- booking entertainment, we can look foreral times with administrator* in efforts to ward to a future of regularly scheduled
procure some well-known performers for events featuring some of the most popular
preformers in show business.
future entertainment programs.
The classes, by their own free will and
The first such show has been booked
tuggestion, agreed to and did establish an in Alumni Coliseum for March 29, when
all-campus entertainment fund.
Dick Clark's "Where the Action Is" comes
This fund came into existence with to Eastern for a spring concert. A large
each of the four classes contributing 25 per cast of singers who are "in" with the high
cent of its treasurery towards bringing to school and college groups will be featured.
campus the types of entertainment students
O.K., students, weve said that this is
want.
what we wanted. Now let's see how much
The money in this fund will be used we wanted it.
to provide the necsesary guarantees to *S"WIf this event isn't well supported in
Dig name show groups; and, snV* a*. .ttendance, then there is little likelihood
proceeds from such programs will be re- that any future attempts will be made to
turned to the fund, the entertainment fund provide such entertainment.
will be self-perpetuating, providing the en- It is now up to us to show that we do
terprises are successful.
want what we've been asking for all year.

of rjd»m ans all urged and welcomed to
iom m toe mn tnBflKsoo ano tne oeact—
spirit of Eastern for that year's
crlebration of Founder's Day.

On Faith
When the sun sets high m the clomdj sky,
We look to the Heaoensto find out why.
Not why the sum sets for that we '
Bmt why we exist ami why wo trow.
Our world stretches mmmmi like a fabmloms plant.
We seek the answer — Why pleasuer? —
Why pom?
Why heartbreak ami trouble ami sorrow
no end?
Why misery ami famine — that troublesome blend?
Our senses tell ns nothing ami science is
no aid
For the age old question of why man is
afraid.
Afraid to depend on that Being above,
Afraid to trust in an everlasting love.
We see in the Heavens, the sun so bright,
The stars lead ns on in the darkness at
mght.%
Isn't man's whole existence in hopelessness
spent,
If he can find no better answer than mere
accident?
To hope for the future we must believe
more today.
The price of true faith is ail we must pay.
The spirit today must blossom and seed.
With faith in our heart we can't help but
succeed.
The light shines upon us as always before
And as we open our eyes we fmd faith at
the core.
Let love be your guide to the heavenly gate
And let honor be yours no matter what
your fate.
For the rweard we wHIrget will be well
worth the time,
We will live in our Heaven with ifs castles
sublime.
We will visit this land when the battle it
done,
7
When the question is answered we will fmd
we have won.
Our hearts must look upward for our eyes
to see.
The sunshine is there for you and for me.
The faith of the heart must be the guide to
the mind.
The heart must seek what wisdom can't
find.
Yes faith is the answer 'that all of us seek.
It's the hope and the prayer of the rich and
. /he meek._
The heart to us will the true answer give,
"Through faith alone with God we can
live."
,
—Michael Stoke*

ULno it isn't e>uen u onnci...
Rules For Writing

Letter Policy Re-stated
A NUMBER OF people have recently submitted letters to the editor with the expectations that those letters would be published in the PROGRESS.
While it is the policy of tins paper to
have an open editorial page with the letters-to-the-editot column available to all
students, faculty, administrators, and alumni, it is also part of our policy to have
such letters that are submitted to the paper
conform to a few simple rules.
Several people have submitted letters
that cannot be considered for publication
because they do not follow the forms stated
in our letters-to-the-editor policy published
in the PROGRESS last fall
Since we encourage and wefcrjme letters from our readers, we would appreciate
it if those who write the letters would abide
by these rules and submit letters that can
be considered for publication. Therefore,
we fed it necessary to re-state our letter
policy.
Any and all letters that are delivered
to the PROGRESS must observe the following rules so that inconsistency and confusion
can be avoided:
1. Letters should be limited to approximately 200-230 words and must be
typewritten, double spaced. When longer
letters are submitted, we reserve the right to
shorten them, provided the meaning will
not be altered.
2. All letters must be signed by the
^*'~n or*y^.^>ns who write them before
they will be considered for publication. No
names will be withheld from print "A
group of interested students," for «-rsmru>

is not considered to be a signature on a letter.
3. Letters which may subject the
writer and-or the PROGRESS to charges
of libel will be returned to the author for
re-writing or withdrawal.
4. Equal space will be extended to all
letters supporting or "prTing the same issue, but the PROGRESS will not open its
pages to prolonged or petty presonal arguments.
5. No letters of condemnation will
be published when the condemned cannot
reply.
6. The letters-to-the-editor column is
not open to individuals or organizations for
publicity or political purposes.
7. Letters which propose open questions that directly or mdirectly require specific answers from individuals, organizations, or institutions should not be submitted to the PROGRESS, but to those from
whom the writer is fHring an answer.
This column has been and will continue to be a regular feature of this paper.
The letters column is offered at an opportunity for the people in the University community to formulate and exptess their opinions intelligently and tastefully; but, of
necessity, the editors cannot permit this opportunity to be abused.
It is. not our intentions to discourage
letter writing, but technical and legal aspects require that letters follow the above
format
Those people who have submitted letters that do not meet the requirements may
pick them up at the PROGRESS office, revise them, and re-submit them.

A Tufe Of War For Power

More Student Po wer: A Current Problem On College Campuses
By PRBD D. MULUNS
Staff Writer
A question which is constantly being
raised in colleges and universities all over
America these days is—Why don't we, as
students, have more power to govern ourselves and make some of our own rules?
After all, they say, •* "are" adults now
and university students.
The problem always occurs when this
question is either ignored entirely or passed
over by the college administration with a
few mild attempts at allowing students
more power.
In order to solve this problem we must
examine the situation to see just where the
problem is and what causes it. First, the
students want more power to rule themselves as an intelligent, adult group They
feel that if they are expected to solve the
many complicated problems which go along
with a college carter and are generally
thought of as adults every other place they
go, then they should have the same privileges that any other adult group has.
They fed that the rules which govern
their social, academic and political lives on
the university or college campus should be
formulated, for the most part, by a large
percentage of student formulators. They
also feel that generally the students should
be ablt to deal with any problem student,
who may break these student formulated
rules,

They are not saying that the administration-formulated set of rules and regulations are wrong, but only that they as students believe that the job could be done
just as efficiently or in some cases maybe
more efficiently by the students.
They are not saying that they are students want to run the entire university or
college administrative machinery, but that
part of it which touches very closely the
student and his immediate welfare, such as
housing, food, social and some academic
rules.
Having disected the student side of the
problem, we can now examine the situation
through the eyes of the administration.
There is no question, in most cases, that a
college or university administration is composed of fully mature, experienced, adult
individuals. Neither is there any question
as to whether they have provided a relatively smooth and well-organized administraitve policy and enforcement of that policy
up to now. _ This is not indeed the question,
even though in many cases it has been interpreted as such.
Student Body Composed
of-Three Groups
Assuming that an administration does
understand what the student body desires in
the way of power,—why then don't they respond to the siutation more freely than they
have up to now ? . The question is a simple
one to answer for anyone who has attended
college for at least a year.
During that time a person has ample

timt eo observe other students and come to
some conclusions as to what the student
body is composed of. It is made up of
first, that small group of men and women
who are spending their money for a wellrounded, both socially and academically,
college education. They are in college for
one purpose—an education. Not only are
they generally good students, but they are
also good citizens. Most of them would
never do anything malicious which would
give him or his college a bad name. He respects his college and his fellow students
and is a better student for it.
Second, is the growing group of college people who are in college to get an education to be sure, but they are not concerned with or respectful to the school or
their fellow students.
They may occasionally take advantage
of a chance to commit some act of vandalism or destruction to school or student
property or they may only be guilty of not
keeping their dorm room up to satisfactory
standards of cleanliness. Whatever it may
be they are the lukewarm group, who do
not really care how they get their education.
It is not important to them who or what
they hurt or destroy along the way.
Grout Not Interested m Education
Third and last is another minority
group in a student body, but one which effectively punishes the rest of the students
by their acts. This group is not in college
to get an education and they know it. To
them- the college life is an escape from

home, die draft and work. It also is a
laboraotry where they may try die many
acts of pure dsetruction which they commit
so frequently. When this happens then
students, faculty members and sometimes
even movie screens suffer. This group
cannot be cured. They are only getting by
barely enough academically to stay in school
and thus keep their "good life" going for
a few more years.
This is what an administration sees
when it looks at a student body. Unfortunately in too many colleges and universities now a days this is an accurate picture
of what it sees.
When they are asked to give students
more power they have to consider what kind
of group they are going to give this power
to and when they do they usually react so
as to never really concede to the students'
wishes, but mildly pass over them.
The problem will only be solved fairly
when both an administration and a student
body begin to respect one another for who
they are and what they stand for.
Looking at the administration, a student should see, in most cases, a group of
highly trained, intelligent and consaen*
tious persons, who are concerned with the
student body's welfare and assimilation of
knowledge.
Likewise, the administration should see
in its student body the leaders of the future
America and realize that these students have
to be given some form of responsibility and
power now before they are out of gcJIeay

where it is immediately expected of them.
When these attitudes are assumed by
the respective parties envolved in the problem, then the problem will erase itself and
everyone will be better off for it

9Up iuutrrtt Pragma
Weekly Stvdent
Publication of
Eastern Kentucky
University

Entered as £,<*>nd Ctaas matter at the
Poet Office In Richmond, Kentucky. 40475.
Published weekly throughout the school
year and twice during the summer term, except for examlnaUon periods and holidays, by
the authority of the Board of Student Publications at Eastern Kentucky University.
Member:
Associated Collegiate Pleas Association
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
National Newspaper Service
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
Represented for national advertising by
National Educational Advertising; Service, toe.
Progress advertising In Intended to help the
reader buy. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to the Prorrsss Office.
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What Price
Academic Freedom
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How Bad Is It?

Report On Crime
By HALF BfeCHU.
A half minion automobiles are stolen each
A "wlao" waited at tbm counetr In the two- year. Yet, 43 per cent of them are taken by
hours, one-day dry cleaning and laundry shop. invitation—owners leave their keys in the igniHU face was grizzled There waa a rim of tion lock. Inventors are at work on an ignition
grime about his mouth. He stank of stale wine system that v*iU. when cut off, pop the keys out
and stains of ancient vomits.
into the driver's hand, lap, or at least onto the
He dug the small change out of his pocket. floor.
"It's a white shirt," he said defensively, alCareless citizens "invite" crime by leaving
though no one had asked him anything. "I keys in cars, by leaving unlocked doors In their
can sell it for a dollar."
houses or apartments.
He lurched out He jaywalked erratically
Parole Bjstusa BusuHa and BnsmWi
across the street through the traffic, causing
There are more than 400,000 persons, of
horns to blow and brakes to squeal One or two
all ages, in Jails. Yet, a heavy majority of
drivers leaned out and cursed him. He reached
them are in the hands of "guards" who are unthe sidewalk. He walked unsteadily into the
trained in anything save carrying a rifle or
entrance to a narrow alley-like paaaageway to pistol
and watching for infractions of rules.
the next street He leaned against the wall.
parole system has produced some magniHe closed his eyes. Then, after a few seconds, The
he slid down to the payment He fell over to ficent results — and some grievous blunders.
But that It works aa well as It does is a tribute
one side, asleep. HI* shirt package slid down to
it There Is a vast lack of supervisors of
away from him.
any kind.
A Skate; No ■wspo-u
It la an embarrassing fact that from 40
A traffic policeman, attracted by the Jay- to 00 per cent of prisoners now released from
walking, came over. He shook the man. There prison become "returnees." There is not
was no response. Reluctantly, with a look of enough screening, supervising, and plannlngfrustration on his face, he went into a shop and ahead to give the ex-prisoner a real chance to
called for the wagon.
make it on the outside.
I remembered a portion of the President's
The President — and his commission —
Crime Commission report One-third of all think crime properly Is a state and local Job.
the arrests made in this country are for drunk- And so It is. But that's really a laugh. About
enness. How smart are we to go through ar- 70 per cent of the population properly has less
rests, court, and Work-camp sentences? How confidence in local law enforcement than fedabout a place to "dry them out" and then re- eral. There are cities with highly respected
lease them to some opportunity of staying sober law enforcement departments. They are the
and getting a job. Admittedly the wino, skid- exception. There are, of course, a few good
row type alcoholic has a poor rehabilitation quo- county sheriffs — but the stereotype of the
tient The Crime Commission suggests a new rural sheriff is not a happy one to consider.
method.
The commission offers a plan of reorganization,
President Johnson's Crime Commission re- training, standards, and methods.
port is grim. It is a reminder that listed among
And, then, there Is organized crime —
the many attributes of man, including those of
nobility, selflessness and compassion, are those "syndicate" crime in prostitution, narcotics,
It can't exist on any considerable
of debasement, vicious exploitation of human gambling.
scale wlhtout the connivance of local law enweaknesses, and ruthlses, organized corruption forcement
backed by armed power.
There is much that ban be done. It is im"Crime" has many forms — many faces.
Retail theft loss, for example. Is largely perative that a start be made.
that of dishonest employes—two-thirds of it
(Distributed 1967 by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
Shoplifters account for the other third.
(All Rights Reserved)
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(ACP)—Public ridicule and a cold shoulder
from the Johnson administration have thinned
the ranks of anti-Vietnam war actlvltlste, bringing the movement close to extinction, comments
the University of Minnesota Dally.
The Badly continues: Realizing what was
happening, several student leaders, including
Minnesota Student Assoclalton President Howard Kalbel, decided last summer to discourage
demonstration tactics which antagonize large
segments of the public and adopt instead, a
soft-sell approach.
The new approach la designed to rejuvenate the movement by (1) mobilising "moderate" students who oppose U.S. policies in Vietnam but who shy away from radical tactics;
(2) stimulating discussion about the war; (3)
dispelling the notion that people opposing the
war are merely unkempt beatnik radicals and
(4) gaining the ear of the administration by
thoughftul presentation of the issues.
The first step toward 'mplementatlon of
the approach waa an open letter to President
Johnson. Student leaders across the nation
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■
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Colonel Drive-In

told the President that Increasing numbers of
students are deeply troubled about tha war and
urged him ot clarify Amratean objectives In
order to ease doubts about U.S. policy.
Unfortunately, the effects of these responsible student leaders may be rendered useless
because of new demonstrations fi™™—| by the
radical left Meeting In Chicago at tha and of
December, 278 campus radicals urged students
to take such actions as class boycotting, picketing, teach-ins and other demonstrations. They
also encourage civil disobedience and war tribunals.
In other words, they plan to use tha same
methods which accomplished virtually nothing
In the past and practically ruined the movement Significantly, the radicals' proposals
were rejected by both the National 8tudant Association and the national board of Students
for a Democratic Society. Unless the radicals
can be persuaded to change their plans and
this la unlikely — tha repercussions could destroy hte movement permanently.

1 MEANWUkE^aYONT^V^,
BUDDY8M ALL THOSE IDEAS YOOVE
BEEN HIT11NG ME WITH! MOWfeV&UR
CHANCE! WHAT COULD BE GREATER"?

MODERN
DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY

Central Kentucky's Finest

»rm*cATi

Is The Anti-War Movement Doomed?

OOKIBAY BgSTAURMTir
Featuring

OMMW*. swfJwtifha

\

ANEW SCOOTER.

(ACP)—The question of whether or not
to bring Oeorge Lincoln Rockwell, head of the
American Naat Party, to the St Marys Unlversity TriFirf in Ban Antimffr embodies a
problem thai plaques any college not heavily
endowed, comments the 8t Mary's Rattler.
The problem, harsh aa It may sound, boils down
to "what price academic freedom?"
Some would dodge the Issue by saying that
tha man la a nut and does not deserve to use
oar podium to spread his ideas, but this la irrelevant It U not the qnastfcaisnls sanity of
Rockwell that irks those Who oppose his coming, but_rather, tha unpopular cause ha supWe disagree with Rockwell on uaaiV
•vary topic, but we feel it U the right if »■*
the duty, of students to become informed and
objectively critical of his ideas.
It tha cultural activities committee does
ask to bring Rockwell here, it will probably
be tamed down by university officials for two
reasons. First Rockwell's appearance would
hurt tha "image" of the school, probably losing donations from valuable
benefactora.
Second, tha growing closeness of tha Jewish
and Catholic oommunlttes, due to a great extent to the work of tha university's Department
Of Sacred Doctrine, would be severely Impaired
If the University sponsored a speech by a vehemently anti-Semitic Naat
We sympathise with those who have to
make the dertetona on this sort of '"fVnit
question. Tat « students do Dot actively argue
for academic freedom, decisions like these will
not be given enough consideration. It la too
easy to automatically turn away oontiovaiay for
fear of reprisals from the outside whoa there
Is no fear of criticism from within.
We strongly aasssaessl the Student Council,
therefore, for Its decision to go on record In
support of efforts to bring Rockwell to campus.
We hope those who make the final decision consider the educational as well as the financial
goals of the university.

Stan
I have looked at stars
more than once.
At times their searing heat
chars my heart
and I choke
at the indecency
of their infinite strength.
But tonight
they are cold jewels,
enticing me into all time
through their
static irony.
by Judith Laraway
Reprint from COLLEGE CHIPS,
' College, Decorsh, Iowa.
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Sport Coups—comas in convertible version, too.

SS396

Suddenly, you're elsewhere
One drive in an SS 396 and you'll find yourself committed to a new way of changing the
scone. Chevrolet took its spirited new 325horsepower V8 and teamed it with a special
3-speed full-synch transmission, put it all in a
sleek Fisher Body . . . and there it is: QuickSize departure from whatever's been boring
you.

There's a 350-horsepower version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly discover, the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmission Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on "D" and
forget it
SS 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be.

Try it now during Chevy's Bonanza Sale at your Chevrolet dealer's

At General Telephone & Electronics, we ,
want people who have learned how to think.
We help teach them to think bigger.
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Eels Sweep Fifth Straight KISC Title

AS I
Defeat Closest Opponent. U. of K.,
By 275 Points In Ten-Team Field
SEEM
Groves Directs Expansion
■Y
Cnig kmrntmi*
Progress
Spats Edrtor

Of Intramural Program
Under the direction of Dr. Barney Groves, the Intramural
program baa ■ayOU to take in a wide of variety of sports for
thertudenU.
With the Krifr"""" playoffs Just completed. Grove* baa
two more activities planned in the immediate future.
An Intramural tournament la currently underway with the
final* echedntort for this afternoon.
11M partlclpanU were divided into nine groups according
previous week or enrollment in a wrestling class.
An mrtamural volleyball league will start play March 20
with the rtrmlflnr being today for having entries in Groves' office.
Dr. Harry Teng of the chemistry department was the winner
recent ping-pong tournament which was open to both the
students and faculty.
An intramural softhall league and a track tournament are
planned for later this semester with tennis and golf tournaments
slated for the summer students.
CLAXK 8KUEOTKD TO ALL-8T AB TEAM
Dick Clark has been selected to play on the Kentucky allstars which will oppose the Indiana all-stars this summer.
The taems are composed of outstanding college seniors
from each state with one game being played in Louisville and the
other m Indianapolis
Clark will join Kentucky All-Americas Louie Dampler and
Pat Riley, Western stars Clem Haakms and Dwlght Smith, Kentucky Wealeyan All-America Sam Smith and five others on the
eleven-man star-studded squad.
The Kentucky team will be headed by University of Kentucky fjsajsj Adolph Rupp.
REGIONAL TOURNAMENT HELD ON CAMPUS
The Eleventh Region Tournament, one of sixteen such meets
bald tat an elimination process to determine the king of Kentucky
high school basketball, took place this past weekend on the
Eastern campus.
The four night event attracted around 25,000 fans to Alumni
Coliseum, a larger audience than the Colonels drew on an average night
Of the eight teams competing, there were at least six Eastera grads represented in the coaching ranks.
HUGHES ANNOUNCES SCHEDULE
Coach Hughes has announced a SO-game schedule for his
squad as they prepare their defense of the OVC crown they won
last year In a play-off with Murray.
The schedule follows:
),
Mar. 28
University of Kentucky
Away
Apr. 1
Hlllsdale College (Michigan)
Home
Apr. 6
Transylvania
Away
Apr. 0
•Cumberland College
Away
Apr. 8
Lincoln Memorial University
Away
Apr. 10
Georgia Southern
Away
Apr. 11
Georgia Southern
Away
Apr. 12
Georgia Southern
Away
Apr. 18
Carson-Newman
Away
Apr. 14
Milligan College (Tennessee)
Away
Apr. IS
'East Tennessee
Away
Apr. 18
•Morehead
Home
Apr. 22
'Tennessee Tech
Home
Apr. 20
University of Kentucky
Home
Apr. 27
-Xavler University
Home
Apr. 28
Transylvania
Home
May 1
Centre College
Home
May 8
•Morehead
Away
May 6
'Tennessee Tech
Away
May 10
'Cincinnati
Away
May 18
'East Tennessee
* Doubleheaders
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The authentic
Buffer Collar
by Enro

»<• .trim
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By BOY WATSON
'We manaj-ed to keep moat
of the hardware at home," said
Ooach Don Combs, a* he summed up his Eastern team's rout
of the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swimming Championships.
The Eels received SI of the
48 possible medals. In the 16
events the Eels took eight firsts,
12 seconds, and 11 thirds.
In capturing their fifth consecutive KISC trophy, the team
which Combs calls his "beat
team ever" amassed S80tt points

Berea College (684). Western yard freestyle relay team which
Swim Club (87). Belter mine Col- broke both the KISC and Eastlege (22), and the University of ern pool records with a 8:284
Louisville freshmen (18).
timing.
Only the records for the 88
John Buckner tallied 60 points
and 1,600-yard freestyle were to pace the Eel onslaught. He
not broken during the two-day broke the KISC records with
meet Ten of the 14 Eastern wins In the 100 (68.1) and 200pool records were broken, and yard (2:10.4) backstroke events.
12 of the 14 KISC records fell. Buckner placed third In the
Five new team marks were also 1,660-yard freestyle.
established.
Freshman Lacy Hagood broke
Btruss High Point Man
the KISC, team and pool reEd Struts of the UK fresh- cords for the 100-yard butterfly,
man team scored the maximum going the distance In 64.8
number of points, 66, to gain seconds. He
broke
another
finisher, the University of Ken high-point honors. All of his KISC record with a 2:02.4 timZSk*
~
times were pool and KISC re- ing in the 200-yard butterfly.
Other teams, In order of cords.
Hagood was a member of the
Btruss' victories came in the 400-yard freestyle relay team
gS^'J^SSSoilmt 100 (48.2), 200 (1:60) and 600- which placed second. He finmen (167.6), University of Louis- yard (6:08.6) freestyle events. ished fourth in total points with
ville (166), Union College (67.5), He was a member of the 400- 46.5.
Miller Outstanding
First semester freshman Jim
Miller turned In two performance which Combs called
"truly outstanding." Miller only
Joined the team at the semester
break, yet he scored 44 paints.
He broke the KISC, team
and pool records In the 100
(1:04.5), and 200-yard breaststroke events. Miller finished
third In the 200-yard individual
medley.
In the 200-yard Individual
medley, the Eels scored 61
points. All America Rick Hill
won the event with a time of
2:07.6, setting new team, pool
and KISC records.
He finished second In 200-yard
backstroke and 1,650-yard freestyle. HID scored 42 points.
Eastern's 400-yard medley relay team, composed of Rich
Anderson, Buckner, Hagood, and
Steve Dannecker, set a KISC and
pool record with a 8:48.4 timing.
„ Larry Profumo of the U.L. varsity won both the one and threeWE DID IT AGAIN . . . Swimming coach Don Combs and
meter diving. However, the Eels
sophomore John Buckner pause to look at one of Buckner's
totaled 72 points in the event.
trophies that he copped while tallying 50 points to lead the
Eels to their fifth straight KISC title.
(Photo by Chuck Saalfeld)

Colonels Basketballers
On All-Conference Unit
Bobby Washington,
Dick
Clark and Garfle'd Smith were
among the honorees when the
Ohio Valley Conference coaches
honor squad was released last
week by Commissioner Art
Gutpe.
Washington was selected to
the first team while Clark and
Snlth were given, honorable
mention.
Washington
added
to
a
growing list of awards when
he was selected for his most
recent honor. The 5-11 speedster had been the 'Most Valuable Freshman' In the conference a year ago while he
also made the all - tournament
team during the OVC holiday
tourney.
The Lexington sophomore,
who was an all - state pick
In high school, was the conference's flfte leading scorer
with a 17.5 average. He also
collected an average of seven
»*<Usts per outing.
Smith capped his junior year
as the best field goal shooter
In the loop with a .540 shooting mark which also placed
him among the country's elite
In th'et department. He finished
second to Dick Cunningham, the
nation's leading rebounder, in
the rebounding department with
308 grabs for a average of 13.2
per contest.
The 6 t
Campbellsville
junior also tallied 409 points,

good for a 1717 mean, which
earned him the fourth notch
in the conference scoring race.
Smith's high point of the season came In a late - season
contest with Tennessee Tech
when he produced 89"points
and 16 rebounds.
Clark might have been the
most consistent player in the
conference. He did not fail to
score in double figures In any
game, finishing his senior year
with 400 points and a 17.4 average. This was good for sixth
place In the league scoring
parade.
The 6-3 forward was the
Colonels second leading rebounder with an 8.5 mark off
the boards. Clark, a native of
North Baltimore, Ohio, led the
Colonels In minutes played.
Toke Coleman Joined the select group when was named to
the OVC Freshman all - conference unit.
Coleman averaged 18 points
and 13 rebounds In leading the
Eastern yearlings to one of
their most successful seasons
in history.
Jack Adam's frosh finished
with an 11-5 mark, with losses
coming to Tennessee, Lexington
YMCA, Dayton (2) and U K.
Law School. The freshman avenged their defeats to Tennessee, Lexington UMCA and
U. K. Law School In later season contests.

Washington Feted
At Banquet

■

■off

NEED WE SAY MOBETTT . . . This view
of the northern side of the Eastern Natatorlum is self-explanatory. The Eels won
another KISC championship last Friday and

Saturday as they downed their closest opponent by 276 points (681-806) la the tan-,
team meet
(Photo by Chuck Saalfeld)

Tracksters Journey To Indiana
BY BUTCH MAGEE
season, will still make a good
puts It; "We'll be In the top
Eastern's Track Team will showing. As Coach Connie Smith
three this year in the O.V.C.*
finish up the Indoor track seaywwwwwwwvwwvw
son this Saturday at Indiana
University. The meet will host,
along with Eastern, track teams
from Illinois, Purdue, Indiana
State, Ball State, Middle Tennessee,
Louisville, Marian,
Butler, Ohio Valley Track Club,
and Loyola of Chicago.
Eastern's area of greatest
concentration will be In the
relays; the 2 mile and mile
relay, and the sprint medley.
The meet will end a somewhat successful Indoor season in that It has readied the
veterans and seasoned the
rookies for the outdoor battles
yet to come and It gives the tean*
an idea of what to expect.
Eastern, hurt badly by the
loss of two of the bigger point
getters In Herman Carter and
Wilbert Davis, and the injury
to nationally ranked Carry
■AM
Guess, which has sidelined him
for nearly the entire Indoor

Eastern's most constant factor In the basketball victories
they managed this year, Bobby
Washington, was voted Most
Valuable Player on the team at
the squad's annual banquet Monday night.
The 6-11 veteran of Lexington Dunbar was earlier named
to the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament and season honor
squads.
Dr. Lyman Ginger, of the University of Kentucky College of
Education, was guest speaker
at the banquet. He told the players, who just finished a deflating 5-18 schedule, that to succeed is "the backbone of the
American spirit.
"The public can say you
didn't learn. The spirit of athletic competition builds a desire
for success not only m the
game, but in the Individual's career."
•You're Better Men . . .'
Dr. Ginger added that the
team had a bad season, "but
you're better men because you
participated. Hold your head up
and be proud of your efforts."
Coach Jim Baechtold only had
two seniors on the team this
year — Dou Clemmons and Dick
Clark — and will rely on two
juniors and nine sophomores to
lead him to a better slate next
year.
Baechtold made special mention of Toke Coleman, a freshman who was named to an OVC
honor team this year.
Clark received the offensive
player award and Garfleld
Smith, a 6-7 Junior, earned the
rebounding trophy, averaging
13.5 grabs per game.
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Easter is early $y and so are we

What a
Towncraft
suit duos
for Easter
at a price

.—___

like this!

$47e95

Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd. St.

Smart hopsacking blazer jacket
teamed with harmonizing solid
color slacks—both of 70%
Dacron* polyester/30% wool
wonted. Or, choose the contrasting duo: the same hopsacking
jacket with tri-color checked
slacks of 55% Dacron* polyester/45% wool worsted. Lightweight, excellently tailored. Great
colors. Hurry for this Penney buy I

VARSITY GRILL

Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM, 7 days a week.
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER.
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECIAL-OF-THE-DAY.
Abo Your Choice Every Day at Regular Low Menu Prices off:
24 DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES. 35 SANDWICHES. 6 PLATTERS.
And a complete Soda Fountain Service.
Save 10% On AH Meals By Using Our Special Student Meal Tickets!

Towncraft* put* a new
spring In your step
Drew slip-on, MMOMI Uatmx. UOMMT
" sjwomw. *MI *onk, rubber hash.

lew fashion in traditional collar
styling—slightly fuller, slightly longer.
So casual and comfortable. Superbly
tailored with tapered body, box pleat
back and button cuffs. Select several
for your up-to-date wardrobe of
authentics... in fine combed cotton
shirtings-white, COIMS and stripes.

12.99

"Figure On Banking With Us"

MOC toe oxford, ptn tuck *yU. Smooth

11.99

TWO CONVENIENT 10CAWNS-

Moc in colors,
Neofte* ■
gold, block

- MAIN STREET t KG Hill AVENUE
I■
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SWIMMM6 EDITOI

rOCB EELS ABE COMPETING IN NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Eaatern'a Eel* have four representative* at the National
■Coltofiate Athletic Anociatlon swimming championships held
today, tomorrow and Saturday In Loe Angles, Calif.
AH Americas Rick Hill and Bill Walker, both Juniors, win
try to retain their All-America status by finishing among the
top six swimmers In a event.
Both boys will compete In the 200-yard individual medley
and the 400-yard individual medley. Hill will also compete in
the 300-yard butterfly; while Walker will swim the 300-yard free-
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Baseball Team Preps
For Season Opener
BY KARL PARK

When spring rolls around, the
sounds of bats hitting vaseballs,
umpirea yelling, "Play Ball,*
and vendors shouting, "Get your
fresh - roasted peanuts" mean
another baseball season Is
under way.
»ty««.
_.
Eastern's baseball team has
Sophomores Rich Anderson and Bob Walker are making
their first trip to the NCAA meet Anderson Is entered In the been practicing for two weeks
In preparation for their game
100, 300 and 800-yard freestyle events.
Bob Walker, BUI'S younger brother, will compete in the March 38 with the University
300-yard individual medley, and the 100 and 300-yard breast- of Kentucky at Lexington.
The Colonels will be trying
stroke events.
AH four swimmers will team together to enter the 800-yard to repeat as conference champIons this year, a feat they
freestyle relay.
. _
FINEST SWIMMING TEAM IN 8CHOOI/8 HISTORY
accomplished by winning two
Coach Don Combs calls this year's squad "the best swim out of three games at the exteam ever at Eastern."
pense of Murray. Their most
He certainly has the statisitcs to back his statement up; the recent conference champion■eta brake 13 of the 16 team records. Only the times for the B0, ships were in 1960, 1962, and
800 and 1,650-yard freestyle events withstood the 13-meet as- 1966.
sault
This task will not be an easy
Next year's team should be even stronger. There were
no seniors on the squad which topped off their 8-4 season record one. All teams In the eastern
by winning the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Champion- section of the conference Morehead, East Tennessee, and
ships.
The new record-holders, their times and events are as fol- Tennessee Tech- are expected
to have stronger teams than
lows:
11:24.1 they fielded last year.
Rick Hill
1,000-yard freestyle
4:38.8
Also, another problem faced
400-yard Individual medley
2:07.8 by the Colonels will be the loss
300-yard individual medley
1:81.4
BUI Walker
200-yard freestyle
of three very Important players
:B0.4 Pitchers Albert Kammer, 7-0,
100-yard freestyle
2:10.2
John Buckner
300-yard backstroke
and Mike PhiUlps, 5-2, wiU be
:60.1 missed greatly along with last
100-yard backstroke
3:03
Lacy Hagood
200-yard butterfly
captain, Ron Chasteen
:6aS year's
100-yard butterfly
who batted .327 and knocked
2:31.1
Jim Miller
200-yard breaatatroke
1:04.8 In 36 runs.
100-yard breaataroke
The pitchers to be reUedupon
Rich Anderson
by
Coach Charles
3:24.7 most
400-yard freestyle relay
Lacy Hagood
■Turkey* Hughes
and his
BUI Walker
Colonels are: Dave Price, aU
Bob French
OVC
his
freshmen
and
Rich Anderson
400-yard medley relay
>:*7-B sophomore rears, senior Glenn
John nuiilrssr
Lacy Hagood

TO ALL THE STUDENTS AT
EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

Marshall, and Ron Andrews, a
sophomore who picked up Eastern's first win In the conference
last year at Murray In a relief role.
Coach Hughes stated, 1 believe that if our pitchers can
come through, we could come
up with a successful season,
and possibly another conference
championship."
Players counted on to produce
most of the hitting power will
be Junto r Arnold Nyulassy who
batted .330, shortstop Frank
Borgia who hit at a .313 clip,
outfielders Rick Houseman and
Ron Plnsennshaum, and a transfer student from the University
of Kentucky, Jimmy Cain. Cain
promises not only to be a potent hitter, but also a fine
glove man.
Eastern's first home game
will be played April 1 against
HUlsdale CoUege of Michigan.
Home game times are 3 p.m.
for single games and 1:30 for
doubleheaders.

We appreciate that you are helping
the Red Cross In Richmond

JlNCOHTOHATID

^SJIiME
TOP CHOICE

IN A NEW OR
USED CARS
Colonel athletes Bobby Washington, Garfield Smith and Dick Clark pause with President Martin and Dr. Lyman Ginger after
the basketball banquet Monday night From
left: Ginger, the evening's featured speaker.

Washington, the team's 'Most Valuable
Player,' Smith, who received the rebounding
award, Clark, the recepient of the offensive
trophy, and Martin. (see story on page 4)

BY BUTCH MAGEE
The Hot Dogs ran away
with the Intramural Basketball
Tournament Championship last
Thursday night by soundly defeating the Grubworms.
The Hot Dogs, managed by
Dave Atkinson, with a display
of speed and accuracy in shooting that was nothing short of
fantastic for an Intramural
team, was able to coast Into
the winners circle and grab the
first place trophy.
Atkinson, leading the Hot
Dogs to an undefeated season,
has had ample experience In
such things. While In the Air
Force he led a team as a
player - coach to the AU Europe Championship.
The Hot Dog team is composed of Atkinson, manager,
Ron Robinson, Dave Carey, Nell
Stivers, Jim Powell, InskoRue,
Clyde Dotson, Ted Simpson,

Dave Mosley, Lonnie Pennlx,
and Rick Litton
The Intramural Basketball
program started November 14,
with 81 teams divided into five
leagues and ended March 9,
with the championship game.
The tournament was made up
of the two best teams In each

of the five leagues, but due to Mugzles, sopnislcates, Spara tie in three of the leagues, tans, Tomcats, Undecldeds,
the total number entered In and Zombies.
the tournament was raised to
fourteen teams.
They are listed as follows:
YOU'RE ALWAYS
Hot Dogs, Grubworms, Badgers,
Buckeyes, Celtics,
Greens, Hedonists, Miners.

You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.
623-9969

South

First

Street

Cotoana, 6 an, $4 JO
AlUr Sh««,« or., $3.50
pMdirent Stick, 11.75
Buddha Colagna Gift Packaaa. 12
•pray Colotn., »3,50
Buddha Sup Wft Sat, WOO
Ca4a«na, 4 ai„ J3.00
Aftar Shava, 4 ox, $2.50
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JANE FONDA
as the 'Wife'
FOR ADULTS ONLY
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W
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IBRAND-NEW;
ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE
OF THE
D'OYLY

CARTE
OPERA
COMPANY.

Take a little ribbing I

Students and group party discounts. Contact theatre manager

SA*/,** /*5r/tVf//#**€*JLPTWf
A WINNER OP fi ACADEMY AWARDS!
1

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Richmond, Ky

his, gives tradition
a kick in,£kthe pants

It's unequaled on the screen!

navy, tarnaahad green, steel hiuavS»«i SJ^L&OO -

STOP and SNACK at

West Main Street

4 Mllea South on VS. *S
Bere* Road—Ph. 611-1718

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
MARSHALL NAIFY

4 TIMES ONLY MARCH 22 AND 23

washability. Matchmeking colers, like brass, black,

SINCE 1934

Broiling makes the difference

USIUNKOLM

great in every category: looks, comfort, wear and

EASTERN STUDENTS

Shakes:

DRIVE IN THEATRE

at ease anywhere. The Beach Rib is knit of 100% cotton,

Serving

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.

RICHMOND

Jantzen's mock turtle pullover,

Corner 2nd & Main Streets

JADE EASE

Big Hil Avt.

f i*
\J

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE

BURGER BROIL

Open Till
10 P. M.

\jt,Qp

WELCOME AT

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

It's
PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET

DMTS

BIG HILL AYE.

HOME COOKING

_^_j_

For Your
Snacks
and
Things

cox
FORD

Hot Dogs Capture Intramural Basketball Title

THANK YOU
For Helping Richmond Blood
Program.

Proud Colonels Show-off Hardware

METT^GOLCWYN-MAYERPWSENT.

ACARDPONTIPROOLXTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM

THE THRILL
GENERATION!
way-out
youth...
searching
for a
way
out!

mete

Fraternity Chooses Sweetheart,
Marilyn Barnhart, For Semester
Alpha Kappa PI has selected
Mis.* Marilyn Barbhart for 'heir
fraternity sweetheart.
Miss Barnhart was selected
by a vote of the majority of
the men in Alpha Kappa PI
last week. She will represent
the fraterirry at all functions
and will attend their social
events.
The fraternity sent her letter
acknowledging her selection and
asking for her approval. 'I was
really thrilled. Pve never won
anything like this before. It
Is an honor to be Alpha Kappa
Pi's sweetheart. I'm proud to
represent their fraternity. It
Is one of the finest group of
men on our campus.*
The fraternity sent a letter
to Miss Barnhart 's sorority
Alpha Kappa PI and to her
parents. "My parents were
happy, but my brother said,
•Marilyn you!" commented
Miss Barnhart. Miss Barnhart
has an older sister and a twin
sister Carolyn, who Is a student
here, In addition to her brother.
The new sweetheart is a
sophomore business education
major. She Is from New Carlisle, Ohio. She Is the president of Alpha PI Kappa's pledge
class and la a member of the
Young Republicans.
Miss Barnhart Is a petite
five feet one Inch blue - eyed
coed who wears her brown hair
In a bouffant bubble.
•I feel that fraternities and
sororities will help people stay
here on the weekends. They
will add to school spirit
especially as evidenced at the
recent basketball games. As
they become stronger they will
play a bigger part In campus
life,* she commented.

Eastern's Married Students Run Busy Agendas
By Louise Cornett
The alarm jangles loudly and
Mrs. Married Student awakes
to face another day of cooking,
tending baby, and going to
dlasses.
For her, the day usually
starts about 7:00 when she must
get up to fix breakfast for her
family. While the bacon and eggs
are frying and the coffee Is
brewing, she
must wake her
husband am1 get the baby up.
This In only the beginning of
our young wife's busy day. After
the morning meal., there will
be wishes to wash, beds to
make, and often a glass of
spilled milk to be cleaned up.
Then the babysitter must be
picked up am' the baby must
be dressed for a (*ay of play.
Of course,
there's
the
problem of the family wash.
The young wife often finds It
convenient to wash early in
the morning before going to
class. Then she can dry her

MARILYN BARNHART

Miss Barnhart hopes to become an airline hostess. Currently she works part - time
at the University Shop. 1 prefer sensible clothes because the
wilder type go In and out of
style too fast;* she stated.
Asked about why she came to
Eastern Miss Barnhart replied,
•I came to Eastern because It
Is a good teacher's college.
I am impressed with the campus
It is one of the prettiest I
have seen. Eastern was' highly recommended to me by
several people. I love it here."

clothes after returning home In needs to be put to bed for an
afternoon nap. While the baby
the afternoon.
After this hectic morning at sleeps, the young mother may
home, Mrs. Student leaves for finish those necessary chores
campus and her classes Most involved In keeping a family
of the married students carry going - starting preparations
from fifteen to eighteen credit for supper, ironing, cleaning
hours, a full schedule when the apartment. These are tasks
coupled with the business of that must be taken care of
home - making and child whether there are children or
rearing. Later In the day, the not. When these jobs a re finishwife returns to the apartment ed, there may be time for some
while her husbant* may leave afternoon studying
for work or sports practice.
When the baby awakes, It
The married woman is not Is playtime. Young mothers frethe only one who has numerous quently take their children to
activities to which she must the playground
located In
attend. The majority of male Brockton for fresh air and
married students hold some exercise.
type of Job. Those on sports
Soon, It Is meal time again,
scholarships necessarily mast which means cooking for the
devote a part of their day to third time and then another
practice.
group of dishes to be washed.
The wife must take the baby- Finally, after the evening meal,
sitter home and then prepare husband and wife may find time
lunch for her family. After- to relax while reading the paper
ward, there will be more dishes or watching television. They
to wash. By this time, the baby may be visited by other young
married couples or friends
from school. About 7:00, our
young wife bathes the baby may
In anticipation of bedtime for
the toddler. Before going to
sleep, baby may want to hear
a bedtime story or play dolls
or have a game of riding on
daddy's shoulders.
Studing can begin again when
the baby goes to bed, unless
the couple has guests or there

Is an especially good movie
on television.
The life of married students
Is not always so orderly. Even
whltout children, there are
time - consuming chores such
as shopping for groceries, taking the car to the garage for
repair, and ironing. All these
varied activities, In addition
to school work, make the married students a very busy group
In any college community.
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Eastern's Debate Club Will
FaceHunterCollegeOfNY
Wednesday a public debate
will be staged In the Grlse
Room at 8 p.m. Eastern's Debate Club, Alpha Zeta Kappa,
will be competing against Hunter College of New York.
Hunter
College's debate
society Is currently sponsoring

Photo Club Sponsors
Contest For Students

ber, and adress on a 3x5 card.
The rules for entering
Place It, your entries, and fee
the contest are:
in an envelope, and bring it
1. The Photo Club Contest is
to room 116 In the Science
open to all students of EastBuilding or Box 328 Burnam
ern Photo Club.
Hall.
2. All entries must have something to do with Eastern stu- 5.
All entries must be submitted before or on April
dents, club activities, parades, stray mascots, etc.
15, 1967. Winners will be anThe entries may be in color
nounced the following Saturor black & white, any sice,
day night, April 22, at the
and made by any type cameras.
Eastern Photo Club Dance.
All entries must have been
Winners need not be present
made after September 9,1966.
to win.
and up until April 15, 1967. 6. Entries will be judged by
3. The number of entries Is
the Photo Club.
unlimited. The minimal entry 7. Winning entries will be pubfee of 25$ is required only
lished by the Progress, so
once even If additional entries
hurry and SUBMIT YOUR
are submitted.
Nowimn
4. Place your name, I.D. num-

a cross country tour this yeaa,
in which they challenge variouZ
schools in the nation to defend
their positions on the resolution: That the U.S. Should Substantlally Reduce Its Foreign
Policy Commitments.
An opportunity for the
debaters, the Debate Clet
gives them a chance to gat
this problem out in the air.
All year debitors from all over
the nation have been stating
their positions to Judges and
other debaters who have heard
the same general Ideas used
over and over. The Public Debate offers an opportunity to
enable the whole college community to hear the problem.
Also It may stimulate further
suggestions.
This Is one way of learning
how others feel about a problem
which plagues the entire United
States from John Jones, citizen,
to J.W. Fulbrlght of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
The Debate Club does not
encourage but urges attendance
by everyone Interested In the
U.S. position In world relations.

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do It for you.1'

2 Blocks off W. Main,
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

WIN A
TRANSISTOR RADIO

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's
FAMILY LIFE at Brockton la typltned by the Young family.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Young are full time students In addition
to being parents.

The lucky ticket will be drawn weekly—

Central Music Co-

no purchase necessary
Stop in soon at the

Richmond's Only
Record Shop

Eastern Students and Faculty

IDEAL RESTAURANT

WELCOME TO

"THE FINEST IN MUSIC"

WEST MAIN

% \
- 1

■

Located Corner First and Water Sts.

■

•is-isao

Plenty Of Free Parking

Best Wishes for a Successful

1966-67 SCHOOL YEAR
STOP IN AT THE

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION
GREASE
JOB

OIL

DELCO

CHANGE

BATTERIES

Lots of Spoi
.«■■

'Attention

VALVOL.'NE

FIRESTONE^ TIRES

MOTOR Ott.:

AND TU&5S

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED

Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
All type beauty service.

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
312 WEST mm

Phone 623-5770

, 1

Sharon's Undecided .
Should sha waar this
"tent-shaped" orange

R-Y-M-E-L-L

drass with baiga
straw hat?

The Friendly Man with the Better Brand
says, "Come By and Get Acquainted."

ItedJoM'
A M O M O

f

r

M««

Ride a htfuom through the park eo to a \ crv
special luncheon in an\ at the*e lohn .\fewr nicelie*
- three deitU lailoied \ tt*KW o4 hi< werv special
rfw? called M.irv lane Ml pTVtttiv piped
and suspended trom a befiullinfi little \ oke
lake \our> polka-dotted m ,1 lihen-y blend
ot (Coder* pal\ e*ter r.»\ on and tin ^Pr
Or demure in ;>i/rt* COtlOfl dotted MW ^P
Or plain m Cit\ Linen a rich te\tttred \\ea\e
ot \'\ cron9 pol\ e*tet ravon and tla \ ^fe
In colon that sav: "Spring »* here "
Mob hat m crrsp while COtfQfl pique male*
j prettv accent lor them ail£

Gttir Imwrattrj
Eastern Kentucky University
University of Kentucky

• Miami University

Ohio University

e Purdue University

Ohio State University

e Bowling Green University

West Virginia University

e University of Cincinnati

ITALIA

...... PROM sioa

McCORD3

Jewelry
134 West Main

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS

AlWAY$

^

or...
Should Sharen waar
this 3-piece blua
"mod-look" Suit with
straw hat?
It's a hard decision .«
whan sha shops at
Photo by Jimmy Taylor

Photo by Jimmy Taylor

AdtfZ

f&llfS WAN
WISI MAM AT CUT UMB ■ RICHMOND
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Student Tax
(Freen Pace 1)
Councilman Mid the city had
only recently purchased an
"rial ladder for the benefit
of WlTs tan atructurea.
On* councilman suft"aated
that If the university did not
want to take the tax out of
paychecka it could pay It In a
lump aum, which would be one
par cant of the total aalarlei
paid.
Mayor Baker added that J.
C Powell, a spokesman for the
EKU reg-enU, said the unlvenlty, aa a atata aupportad lnatltutlon, could rafuat to pay the
tax. City Attorney Steve Robbine, dlaagTeed, however, saying- that Richmond could aue
the unlveralty for the tax If
they required them to pay it

Alpha Chi Lambda Aids
In Debate Tournament

The pledges of Alpha Chi
Lambda served a* time keepers
for the Pioneer Invitational Debate Tournament which waa held
Friday and Saturday.
Chuck
Greenwell, vice preslf*ent of Alpha Chi Lambda
and president of Alpha Zeta
Kappa (Eastern Debate Society)
coordinated the time keepers
for the tournament. Chuck said,
■The coordination of the time
keepers, which is unually a
▼ary difficult task, was made
easy by utilizing the existing
organisational structure of the
Alpha Chi
Lambda
pledge
class." He also said be waa

very grateful to Dave Jones,
president of the pledge class
for bis assistance in this task.
Alpha Chi Lambda has two
of Its pledges, Dennis Day and
Dennis Burrows, as members of
Eastern's Debate Team. The
other pledges who served as
time keepers were: Ron Parkey,
Frankie Campo, Ivan Scholl,
Charlie Adams, David Jones,
Ben Hek, Steve Lewis Steve
Wells, John Sims, John Helnlsh, Dennis Noltlng, Flnley
Cain, Buss Conrnelison, Ron
Poling, Paul Buckholc, Bob Elliot, John Mautner, Mike McCain, Gary Amburget, and Skip
McFarlan.

What About The Hemline This Year?

I

\

BY CHRISTINA TAULBEE
Spring has nearly sprung and
fashion Is bursting out all over
with great new Ideas. Bold
prints, stripes, solids and abstracts are shouting at college
girls of all shapes and sizes.
The major question though Is:
What's happening to the hemline
this year?

The only answer available Is:
Determine the height of the
hemline by the cut of the dress
and the shapeliness of the legs.
Since the beginning of this decade hems have rlaen and fallen
so much that older women are
dirty, and teenagers are confused.

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

Here are some general rules
to follow: (1) with tent and cageliner' dresses hems can be as
short as five inches above the
knees ( to go any farther would
not leave much to the Imagination, would It7); (2) straightline dresses should remain low
enough in the hem to slightly
cover the tops of the knees;
(3) sport clothes hems can stand
altering to suit the figure of
their model; and (4) above all,
people with leg problems -overweight, underweight, boney
knees, flabby knees, should definitely not stick to one hemline. Variety is the spice of
live and all sorts of optical
Illusions can be created when
hemlines are varied throughout
a wardrobe.

CM*
BY CHRISTINA TAULBEE
The Freshman class meeting
was March 8 lntheGrlse Room.
Two new officers were elected:
Vice - Prdsidont: Dan White,
and Reporter: Lee Ratllff. A
social committee was formed
to organize freshman class activities for spring. Freshman
class meetings take place regurlarly on alternate Wednesdays at 6: SO in the Grise
Room.
WESTMINISTER FELLOWSHIP
MEETS WITH PROFESSORS
On Sunday,
March S, the
Westminster Fellowship had a
Bible Study on the Book of
Mark with several professors.
The discussions took place at
the homes of Dr. and Mrs.
Acker, Dr. and Mra. Barr,
Dr. and Mrs. Darling, and Mrs.
Daisy French. It proved to be
very successful as was a
similar program last semester.
The program for March 12
includes the planning of a service project which will take
place on April 8, at the Madison
County Rest Haven.
BIOLOBY CLUB
PRESENTS MEMORIAL
On February 9, the Biology
Club of Eastern presented a
picture of the American Goldfinch, Spinus Trlstls Trlstls,
to Dr. LaFuse, head of the
biology department, to be hung
in Moore Science Building. The

"Marinmng"
The MOST in Dry d—IIf
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939
311 W.

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors.
Phonographs, Car Radios

Music Dept. Schedules Workshop
To
Include Clinics.Concerts.Classes
The first annual String Workshop to be held on the Eastern
Inscription reads:
Campus March 24 ant* 23 will
provide clinics, concerts, and
IN MEMORY OF
GLENNADALE ESTEPP
master classes for teachers and
1944-196ft
students of all ages.
Lessons will be conducted by
Don VanMeter, president of
the Biology Club, presented the concert artists of International
memorial to Dr. H.H. LaFuse. reputation who are also respected teachers. Each of the
PI OMEGA PI HAS
stringed Instruments will be
PANEL DISCUSSION
represented by one of these
PI Omega PI had its monthly artists: Paul Doktor - Viola;
meeting Thursday, February Paul Olevsky- Cello; Gary Karr
24, In the Combs Building.
-Double Bass; and Paul RolThe Business Methods class land - violin.
was Invited to attend this meetFriday evening March 24,
ing.
Paul Rolland and Howard Karp
A panel of four members, will present a Sonata recital
Jean McClanahan, Judy Cas- In Hiram Brock Auditorium at
well, Nancy Smith, and Jack
8:00 p.m. This event will be
Brlckerlng discussed their ex- followed by an informal session
periences during their student during which students will meet
teaching last semester.
the visiting artists. On SatJean McClanahan will be pre- urday students will attend sevsident for the spring semester. eral clinical sessions, hear an
Other offices will be rilled at Informal recital and then parthe next meeting since several ticipate In the Workshop String
of the present officers will be Orchestra which will accomleaving the campus to do their pany the guest artists In a constudent teaching.
cert to be given at 3:00 p.m.
Jean McClanahan and Jo Anne
Paul Doktor, viola, has reWallace reported to the group corded extensively for his Inabout their trip to the National strument. Doktor Is an InterConvention In Chicago.
national concert artist who Is
well known as a soloist and
CONGRATULATIONS,
NA
as leader of the New York
NCY SMITH. Nancy who reSextet. Koktor has also pubpresented PI Omega PI In the lished several editions of viola
Mardl Gras Dance was crowned
music.
queen of the dance.
Paul Olevsky, cello, Is an
Internationally known artist who
ACE HOLDS ELECTIONS
has appeared on five continents.
The Association for Child- Formerly, he played principal
hood Education elected new of- cello with the Philadelphia and
ficers for the coming year of Detroit
Symphony, he
now
1967-68. The following officers teaches at the Peabody Conware elected: Sue Brown, presservatory and conducts the Moident;
Terry Hlnkle, interzart Chamber Orchestra.
mediate vice - president; Judy
Gary Karr, double bass, Is
Hamilton, primary vice - presan internationally known virident; Joan Berkemeyer, Sectuoso, having solo appearances
retary; Susan Churchman, trewith major symphonies. Hailed
asurer; and Linda Ritchie, hisas the first virtuoso of the
torian. A short business meetdouble bass since the late Serge

THE Y A CLUB
Second St., Between Water ft Main

CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.
W. Irvine Street

KoussevUzky, he la now a member of the faculty at the University of Wisconsin.
Paul Rolland, violin, la the
past president of the American
String Teachers Association
and Is now head of the string
department, University of Illinois. He is a frequent lecturer In addition to his extensive
activities as violin soloist. Mr.
Rolland is well known for his
publications and his success as
a teacher.
Howard Karp, a
member of the piano faculty of
the University of 111. wl 11 assist
Mr. Rolland In the recital.
Appropriate applications for
advanced registration will be
furnished by the Director,
String Workshop, Eastern Department of Music.

Stocktons
Dru&s
Main Street

Welcome Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

623-3248
Authentic testa have ahown
that the tires at an automobile relax their grip on wet
and Icy pavement even at low
speeds. The beat way to prevent motor vehicle accidents
due to aklddlna; la to compenaate for adverse road conditions before vehicle control la
lost

"CALL US

Governor's Coordinating
Committee
For TraJac Safety

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS'>••

LANTER MOTOR CO.
21S WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

ANNOUNCES

Phone 623-3272

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,

Richmond's Fabulous
EXILES
*

Friday, March T7
and the
SCOTCHMEN

Vw aeilTwHlim CaTTO KpilTKMI WOTsV

Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Mo. Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

•

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

<*>

Saturday. March 18
Come dressed casually

Eastern
Every Coat in Oar Pobdoai
CoaacHaa h PARADE-RIGHT

coster and Spring

COATS

19.98
Other Coat. IM.M aaa SISJS

Be (Mhlon-ritht at Cuter Urn* . .
•elect your coat now! Single * double
breasted Chesterfield., box backs and
others. AU Wool tWSSdl, novelty
weaves end Shetland* Beautiful lamInsted. In eollde and plaids.
Oini Baity . . . Deposit
WBJ HeM *a Lay-A way

Slyest Yeal leva to W<
la This FBSMUB ,|.t tsajgp

Easter & Spring

We puf'Sunshine" \nyour

SUITS
10* 14*

clothes
MNM&YH-J
oF

ii )(0#Crl

with our nationally-advertised
Sanitone Drycleaning

SulU that an eporty. to dressy,
to classes, to novel.... all tailored wit* you la mind. Two end
three pjsrors la bonded rayon*,
laey knits and double knit cotton.. Solid, end print. 5 to IS
and S to is.

We take the utmost care, use only the most
advanced drycleaning process (Sanitone), pay
special attention to spot removal, minor repalra
and the shaping of your garment Send us your
Easter drycleaning order today. Avoid the rush.
Easter Is March 29.

■Bsaaa. ■ Large ■.. Ctim
Bally en Lay-Away Flae

Store Hours:
9:S0-5:00, Mon. thru Friday-;
•:S0 - 6:0e. Saterdaya
SWAY ITAN AT LOlMAN-8

The Little House
MOM SOUTH TMiaO ST»EtT

Madison Laundry - Dry Cleaners
HsM St. — Across from Be* Station

1.

PAYCASH

«.

LAY AWAY

s near NATION AX

Rare Books, First Editions Featured
In Crabbe Library Townse nd Collection
The John Grant Crabbe Library
houses Its John Wilson Townsend
Collection In the Kentucky Room.
This collection was purchased by
Eastern In July of 1930. When
purchased the collection consisted of 1,7000 books, now li
contains more than 7,000 books.
The purpose of the Kentucky
Collection, as It Is sometimes
called, Is primarily for the graduate students at Eastern. The
Kentucky Room Is a research
room, and as such no one may
check books out. Of course the
. room Is always open for general
students, but they may only
brouse at the books.
RARE BOOKS HOUSED
While brouslng at the books,

one may see that there are numerous rare books. There are
some history books dating back
to 1836. One may also find all
of Dr. Clark's histories found
on the shelves. As one's eyes
pass along the shelves they will
quite naturally observe all of
Jesse Stuart's works. All of his
works are autographed and quite
treasured. By taking a closer
look, a person will notice that
the fiction collection is very
complete. One may also observe
a most complete collection of
bound copies since 1858.
The
Townsend Collection
started when Mr. Townsend wrote
"Kentucky in American Letters."
He found It necessary for him

WELL'S BARBER SHOP
Water Street Next to Bus Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

Featuring

to collect books to examine before he could determine what
he wanted to Include In his two
volumes. Many authors sent him
autographed copies. After the
publication of his books, Mr.
Townsend
continued his collection. He started in 1912 when
he met Colonel R. T. Durett of
Louisville.
FIRST EDITIONS AVAILABLE
His main objectives became
ones of securing first editions
of Kentucky Items in mint conditions, get them autographed,
Insert some sort of annotation,
and a letter from the author of
each book. The John Wilson
Townsend bookplate was designed
by Sudduth Goff, a native of
Lexington, Kentucky, now connected with the Art Institute of
Chicago. All books donated of
on loan' have special plates
Inserted with date, name, and
address of donot. Many out of
print and valuable books have
been donated. The Townsend Collection is on the second floor
of the library.

Lab School Students
(Continued From Face Oae)
to college students.
The latter Idea may prove
to be the moat lucrative because of the continuous need
for lab animals In experimental
work. College officials apparently have not notified the
students that there Is enough
of a market for such animals
to make the project successful.
Carl Hurley, Industrial arts
teacher, and his students, have
constructed a model of the
proposed school.
For every
$10 raised, one wooden brick
will be placed against the wall
af ae model.
Smith hopes that the funds
^ ^ rajgej j,y the end of
ujjg school year.
cost will be low due to the
residents' desire for a school
facility.
Some, of the projects that
will contribute toward the goal
include the funds realized from
the sale of the recently organized sixth grade newspaper;
mass produced items from the
industrial arts; baUgame and
other school sport concessions
and the most unique idea, the
sale of laboratory specimens—
frogs, snakes and tadpoles—
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CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

MADCO MOTORS

24 Hour Service
623-1400
ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE I
►Oi

Home of Sharp Late Model Cars
1944

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT. Straight Shift. 327 Eng.

1944

PONT. 2 Dr. HT. Lemon's, PS. Buck. Seats

1944

FORD 2 Dr. HT Fairlane. 289 Automatic

1944

OLDS., 4 Dr., HT, 88. FuR Power

1944

DODBE 2 Dr HT. 889 Series
Come In and see tbeae and many more
Guaranteed Automobiles.
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AMPUS IIALENDAR

SATURDAY, MARCH 18
7:80 p.m.
Movie— "Girls on the Beach"

Eastern Progress, Thurs., Mar. 16, 1967 Page
Campus Hick

Brock Auditorium
Coliseum Pool

8:00 p.m.
KKS Swim Show
MONDAY, MARCH 20
Wesley Foundation—Supper and Program
5:15 p.m.
Methodist Campos Center
Ferrell Room
Senior Class
5:15 p.m.
University 201
Lincoln County Club
5:15' p.m.
Weaver Gym
Gymnastics Club
5:30-7:80
Combs 485
Kappa Delta Pi
6:30 p.m.
Grlse Room
Young Democrats' Club
6:30 p.m.
Roark 208
Caduceus Club
7:00 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
4-H Talent Show
7:00 p.m.
Burnam Hall
Burnam Hall House Council
10:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 21
Grlse Room
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
Wesley Foundation—Choir Pracltce
5:80 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center
Pike County Club
Fltapatrick 15
6:00 p.m.
PEMM Club
Grlse Room
6:30 p.m.
Kappa Pi
Cammack 118
6:30 p.m.
Kappa Kpsilon
Combs 896
7:00 p.m.
Veterans' Club
University 101
7:30 p.m.
MENC
Poster 810
7:30 p.m.
Community Concert—
8:00 p.m
Dick Schory and his Percussion Pops Orchestra
Brock Auditorium
Clay Hall House Council
Clay Hall Lobby
10:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22
5:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship
First Presbyetrian Church
5:30-7:30
Gymnastics Club
Weaver Gym
6:00-7:00
KYMA Club
Ferrell Room
6:00-7:80
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Dance Studio
6:30 pjn.
Wesley Foundation—Vespers
Methodist Campus Center
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
Science 111
6:30 pjn.
KDS
University 103
6:30 pjn.
Photo Club
Science 120
7:00 p.m.
Physics Club
Science 217
7:15 p.m.
OAKS
University 104
7:30 pjn.
Movie—"The King and I"
Brock Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Debate with Hunter College
Ferrell Room
10:15 p.m.
Case Hall House Council
Case Hall Committee Room
10:15 p.m.
McGregor Hall House Council
McGregor Hall Date Room
THURSDAY, MARCH 23
5:15 pjn.
Eastern Little Theatre
Buchanan Theatre
5:30-7:30
Gymnastics Club
Weaver Gym
6:00 p.m.
Christian Science Organization
University 101
6:00 pjn.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Weaver Pool
6:30 pjn.
Newman Club
University 104
7:00 pjn.
Pi Omega Pi
Combs 826
8:00 p.m.
Eastern Symphony Orchestra
Brock Auditorium
9:00 p.m.
Sigma Chi Delta
FltzpaUjck^Ind^jLabj.

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

Krltg'0 JTlortflt
St

(ErrrtUfaujir

March 16. Tfcenday
"MOMENT TO

i

MOMENT*
Jeen Seebero,
Honor Bleclanen
March 17, Friday
THE CIRCUS WOrt
John Wayne,
Claudia CaraSnale,
Rita Hayworth
March 18. Saturday
"GIRLS ON THE

■EACH"

"Don't flay It
with Flowers, flay
it with Kenya

Coi Us For Prompt
Free Delivery:

e23-4*M
The
only local store In
T1
^i0CARUTH
OANDY.

Jj

The Beach Boys,
Lesley Gore
March 20, Moaaay
NO MOVIE
High School Toieat Show
March 21. Tuesday
NO MOVIE
Commualty Concert
Dielc Schory and his
Percussion Pops
Orchestra
March 22. Wednesday
"THE KING AND I"
Yul Brynner,
Deborah Kerr
Morch 23. Thursday
NO MOVIE

Concert,Symphony
Orchestra
Robert Oppelt,
conducting.

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY - TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY -:
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries
-she

Vi Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw [

ONE HR CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.
ES5s3sasSBBafa

Green's Barber Shop
Tennis Balls
Quality-made' Official sin

a weight oc 25H _
3
Balls

Teflon* Muffin Tin
No sticking! No scouring!
6 cups. Aluminum. K5011

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.

OREN L COLLINS

See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting

PHARMACIST

No Itching
Low
Staler
Price!

M.69

M.09

No Scratching

FIVE COMPETENT BARBERS TO
serve you at all times,
and Cleo to shine your shoes

Phone 623-2336 —Reg. No. 3801
Main at First, Richmond, Ky.

Thank You Eor Your Patronage

WESTERN AUTO135 W.IRVINE
SPRING IS HERE AT

Meet the World's
NO.l
CHICKEN
SALESMAN

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

WILLIAM A.

"BILL

CHRYSLERS
„. IMPORT CARS

MANZ

«-,i

133 Windsor Drive
Phone 4234440

THE
COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
-18 "THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY COMPANY SELLING
EXCLUSIVELY TO COLLEGE MENFeaturing "THE BENEFACTOR," the life Insurance plan designed especially for college men. sold exclusively to college
men.

Come In Now and See
Our Selection of Men's
Styles in the
Latest Colors!

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam
Alpine
Imp
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
"For the Rest in Economy Automobiles.
coN or see Gip Porke or Lester Eversote"

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN IY-PASS

Hamburgers 15c
French Fries 15c
Chicken Boxes,
B-Burgers
Fish Sandwiches.
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes
• ••»••••« • •

■•■>•■■>■•••

• •■•••> • • •

MI

,\v.v.v.\v.v.v
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COLONEL
•tqHUAveeue

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Did 423-4158

Richmond, Ky.

SHOP OUR LADIES'
SPORTS WEAR
DEPARTMENT.
JUMPERS, SHIFTS.
SKIRTS & BLOUSES

N^FRANKLIN
2M Mil SUSB STMfOtt, Rt.
Ill WE9 Ml SI. tKMMQtt, KY.
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